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ACTIVITY

Coming to the Americas (1 day)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

You are an explorer searching for a new
route to Asia. You need to complete the
following tasks in order to reach the New
World.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
a. Reasons for colonization, including
religion, desire for land and
economic opportunity

Vocabulary
voyage,
explorer

Find the entire activity on the Web site:
http://www .successlink.org/gti/gti lesson .
asp?lid=4050

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Art

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Research Ships of the Renaissance Era (1400s-1700s) . How did they differ from ships prior to the
1400s? How do ships differ today?

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Come together as a class and make a chart on the board . The chart should list reasons for
colonization, religion, desire for land , and economic opportunity. Using the activity of an explorer,
have the students list reasons they discovered . Have a short discussion on any of the reasons for
colonization listed and why explorers may want to come here . Have the students copy the chart
down to keep for their own copy.

Additional Resources
Web Sites:
•

Become a Spice Trader
ht1p:llwww.learner.org/exhibits/re naissance/spicetrade/
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FULL
LESSO~

Should We Celebrate Columbus Day? (3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

COMPUTER
NEEDED

Suggested Activity/Lesson

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Students will use inquiry-based learning
to gather information about Columbus'
impact on the Americas. They will use this
information to answer the question of
whether or not a fictitious community
should continue to recognize Columbus
Day.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
a. Reasons for colonization, including
religion, desire for land and
economic opportunity

Vocabulary
research,
evaluation of
material,
collaboration

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .education
world .com/a tsl/archives/99
1/lesson0012.shtml

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

If students grasp lesson concepts quickly, have students research a controversial historical figure
from this time period such as Coronado, John Smith, or Sir Walter Raleigh . Divide students into two
groups - one that must defend the person as someone who should be celebrated by the nation, and
one that must argue that the person should not be celebrated by the nation . Each group must come
up with three to five arguments for their side and have research to support those arguments . Then
have a class debate , giving each group approximately five minutes to present their case , and then
after both have given their arguments, two minutes to respond to the other side 's arguments .

•

Research the names of things that are in remembrance of Columbus

•

Research Spain and Portugal - do they commemorate Columbus Day? Why or why not?

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

If students have difficulty grasping the objectives , have students , as a class , list qualities that a
person should have in order to get a holiday named after them . Divide students into small groups
telling them that their task is to decide on a new national holiday to celebrate someone , living or
dead . Once they decide on someone they must research that person and be able to support, with
evidence , how that person possesses some or all of the qualities that the class came up with as a
whole . They then must discuss some reasons why other people may not agree with their choice of
people . Finally, they must discuss whether or not people 200 years from now will still think that the
person they chose is important enough or possesses the right qualities to be honored with a national
holiday and why.
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Community Connections
• Invite a Spanish guest speaker. Discuss her/his view of Columbus.

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson.
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FULL
LESSO

Experiment with Colonization (1-5 days)
Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

The purpose of this activity is to provide
an opportunity for American history
students to gain practical experience in
the basic types of challenges that may
exist in the establishment of an early
colony.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
a. Reasons for colonization, including
religion, desire for land and
economic opportunity

Vocabulary
geographic
location,
cultural
background

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .lessonplanspage .com/SSExpe
rimentWithCo lonization812 .htm

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Art

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Have students "Build their own Plantation" with this interactive game that allows them to build
houses, plant fields, etc. The activity is on the following Web site :
http://mdroots .thinkport.org/defau lt flash .asp Special Note: Click on "The Colony Begins," and
then choose "Build Your Plantation."

•

After each turn students should click on "Continue" to see the outcomes of their decisions. When
they are done with the game, have them write or discuss what factors were important to survival;
what hardships colonists faced, and how geography affected the success of colonies .

Additional Instruction:

•

As a class look at a U.S. map that depicts the geographic distribution of the U.S. population. (You
can find a U.S. population distribution map from 2000 at the following Web site :
http://www.census .gov/geo/www/mapGaliery/2kpopden .html) Have students look at where the
highest concentrations of people are . What characteristics do these places have in common? (Are
they near water or transportation routes , in valleys or flat terrain - not mountains, etc.) Why do these
characteristics make it easier to build a community? Where did the early colonists land? Did these
areas have the characteristics that make building a community successful? What obstacles did the
colonists have to overcome when they tried to build new colonies where they landed?

Additional Resources
Web site:

•

"Why our teachers lied"
http://www.bama .ua .edu/-aasUnaive/naive .htm

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on lesson content.
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ACTIVITY

Motivations for English Colonization (1 day)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Students study why the English were
interested in overseas colonization .

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
a. Reasons for colonization, including
religion, desire for land and
economic opportunity

Find the entire activity on the Web site:
http://www.dig ita lhistory.uh.edu/h istoryonli
ne/us2 .cfm

Vocabulary
commonwealth,
vagabond,
loiterers,
AnteChrist
(AntiChrist),
Jesuites
(Jesuits),

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

To extend learning , have students choose one of the three reasons colonists came to the New World .
Then they must choose one of the original thirteen colonies and , in a paper, analyze whether
colonists there were successful in finding or achieving what they desired .

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

If students have trouble grasping why the colonists settled the New World , engage the students in the
following activity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Write on the blackboard the heading "Reasons Why Colonists Settled in the New World ."
Brainstorm with students why they think the colonists settled in America and write them down
on the board .
List the three main reasons why people came to America in the early days of colonization
and discuss with the students (religion , desire for land , economic opportunity) .
Discuss why colonists thought that America would provide them with religious freedom , land ,
and wealth .
Discuss if people today still move for these same reasons .
Have students develop a poster ad to try to entice people to join the colonization effort.
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FULL
LESSON

The Roanoke Mystery (1 day)
Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Students will act as members of a special
FBI task force assigned to investigate the
mystery of the Lost Colony at Roanoke.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:

Find the entire lesson on the Web site:
http://www.eduref.org/cgi
bin/printlessons .cgilVirtual/Lessons/Socia l
Studies/US History/USH0210.htm l

a. Reasons for colonization including
religion, desire for land and
economic opportunity

Vocabulary
primary source,
secondary
source,
evidence

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research Jamestown, S1. Augustine and/or colonies that succeeded. Compare and contrast to
Roanoke . What did other colonies learn from Roanoke's mistakes? (settle inland, bring more
supplies, make friends with Indians, grow own crops)

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Have students reread Roanoke Island Colony on the Web site under Additional Resources as a class .
Together, after reading, come up with reasons for disappearance of the colonists . List these where
all students can see them . Discuss each possibility and how this could have led to their
disappearance.

Additional Resources
Web Sites:

•

Roanoke Island Colony 
http://www.publicbookshelf.org/publichtml/OurCountryVoI 1/roanokeidc.html

•

Manteo and Roanoke Island History
http://www.outerbanks-nc.com/manteo/history/

•

What Happened to Virginia Dare?
http://usparks .abou1.com/library/weekly/aa08 1699 .htm

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson .
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FULL
LESSON

State of Affairs Between the Native Americans
and the European Settlers
(2-3 days)
Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Use online primary resources to examine
relations between the Powhatans and the
European settlers in Jamestown.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
c. Interaction between American
Indians and European settlers,
including the agricultural and cultural
exchanges, alliances and conflict.

COMPUTER

NEEDED

Vocabulary
Chesapeake,
John Smith,
Powhatans

Find the entire lesson on the Web site:
http://jefferson .village .virginia .edu/vcdh/te
aching/jamestown/affairs .html

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

If students quickly grasp the lesson's objectives have them read the article "The Last Tribal Battle."
This article depicts the controversy in Brazil over the treatment of isolated tribes . Once students
have read the article , discuss the following : What, if anything , do you think should be done with
isolated tribes such as the one mentioned in the article? Explain the two sides given in this article .
What are the pros and cons of trying to assimilate the tribes? What are the pros and cons of leaving
the tribes alone? Compare the issue confronting Brazil with the issues that faced Native Americans
and European settlers during the Colonial Era . How can we use what we learned from Colonial times
to solve today's problems?
Find the entire article on the Web site :
http://forests.ora/archive/brazil/lasttrba .htm

•

•

•

If students quickly meet the lesson objectives , have students watch the Disney movie Pochahontas.
Then, have students write a paper analyzing the historical accuracy of the movie . They should
discuss what changes the writer/producer made to the actual facts and why they think those changes
were made; how historically accurate the writer/producer's portrayal is ; and how movies can "change"
history.
Find accurate information on Pocahontas on the following Web sites :
"The real Pocahontas" by David Morenus - http://www.qeocities.com/Broadway/1001/poca .html
"Disney's 'Politically Correct' Pocahontas" (Race in Contemporary American Cinema : Part
5), Jacquelyn Kilpatrick,Cineaste v21 , n4 (Fall, 1995):36 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/MRC/Pocahontas .html
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Additional Instruction:
•

In small groups have students research other Native American tribes the Europeans encountered.
Each group should pick two additional Native American tribes other than the Powhatans. The groups
should list the name of the tribes and the approximate area where the tribes were found. Have the
groups answer the following questions:
1. How did the Indians treat the Europeans?
2. How did the Europeans treat the Indians?
3. How did each help one another?
4. How did each hurt one another?

•

When all groups are finished, bring the class together as one and discuss what the groups decided.

Additional Resources

Supplemental Texts:
Axtell, James. Beyond 1492: Encounters in Colonial North America. New York: Oxford University Press,
1992.
Cronon, William. Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England. New York:
Hill and Wang, 1983.
Fausz, J. Frederick. "Indians, Colonialism, and the Conquest of Cant: A Review Essay on Anglo-Indian
Relations in the Chesapeake," The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 25 No.2 (April,
1987): 132-156.
Horn, James. Adapting to a New World: English Society in the Seventeenth-Century Chesapeake.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1994.
Merrell, James H. "The Customes of Our Countrey": Indians and Colonists in Early America," in Bernard
Bailyn and Philip D. Morgan, eds., Strangers within the Realm: Cultural Margins of the First British
Empire. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991.
Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson.
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FULL
LESSON

American History and Cultural Diversity
The Dynamic Web (5 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

A. Interpret relationships between events
shown on multiple-tier time lines:

Using lesson plans on Native
Americans, Latin Americans,
German Americans, and Chinese
Americans, students will be able
to: interpret a multi-tiered time
line; place historical events in
chronological order on a time line,
explain the nature of the conflict
between Native Americans and
Europeans ; explain the
importance and extent of
Spanish/Latin influence on
American history; chronicle the
influence, experience , and
contribution of German
Americans nationally and locally;
describe the influence,
experience , and contribution of
Chinese Americans in American
history; contrast and compare the
"push and pull" factors affecting
emigration of selected cultural
groups; and contrast and
compare the treatment of
selected cultural groups received
from the Anglo-Saxon majority.

1. Select event and construct a multiple-tier
time line to show relationships among
events.
D. Describe the effects of interactions among
civilizations during the 14th through the 18th
centuries:
2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
a. Reasons for colonization, including
religion, desire for land and economic
opportunity;
b. Key differences among the Spanish,
French and British colonies;
c. Interactions between American Indians
and European settlers, including the
agricultural and cultural exchanges,
alliances and conflicts.
People in Societies :
B. Analyze examples of interactions between
cultural groups and explain the factors that
contribute to cooperation and conflict:
3. Analyze how contact between white settlers
and American Indians resulted in treaties,
land acquisition and Indian removal.
C. Explain how contact between different
cultures impacts the diffusion of belief
systems, art, science, technology, language
and forms of government:

Find the entire lesson on the Web
site :
http://www.dps.k12 .oh .us/academ
ic/secsoc/a merica nhistory/imag es
/diversity.pdf
Interdisciplinary Connections:
Language Arts

6. Explain how the diverse peoples of the
United States developed a common national
identity.
Geography:
B. Define and identify regions using human and
physical characteristics:

DPS SS Grade 8
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Vocabulary
Indian Removal,
Powhatan,
Tecumseh,
Cherokee,
Cherokee Rose,
Pontiac,
Pocahontas,
plains, Lakota,
Sioux, Blackfeet,
Cheyenne , Trail of
Tears ,
civilize/civilization ,
treaty, betrayal ,
"sea to shining
sea ," reservation ,
Christopher
Columbus ,
Bartolome de Las
Casas , slave
trade ,
peninsulares ,
creoles , mestizos ,
Hernando Cortes ,
Aztec, Incan ,
Mayan , Columbian
Exchange ,
Hernando De
Soto , Pueblo ,
mission ,
conquistador,
encomienda
system , adobe ,
hacienda , Ponce
de Leon , Latin ,
Hispanic,
Hispaniola, Jesuit,
Arawak (Taino) ,
Caribbean , Alvar
Nunez Cabeza de
Vaca , alien ,
abolitionist,
assimilate , dialect,
interned ,
freethinker,
kindergarten ,
naturalized, sect,
frankfurter, glitch ,
kaput, sauerkraut,
Dutch/
Pennsylvania

18

1. Compare places and regions in the United
States as they existed prior to 1877 with the
same places and regions today to analyze
changes in land use and population,
political, social and economic
characteristics.
D. Explain reasons that people, products and
ideas move from place to place and the effects
of that movement on geographic patterns:

3. Explain how colonization, westward
expansion, immigration and advances in
transportation and communication changed
geographic patterns in the United States .

Dutch,
Mennonites,
Moravians,
Quakers,
Brethren, Amish,
Gold Rush,
Naturalization,
transcontinental,
exclusions,
discrimination,
rebellion,
pan(ned), fong,
innovation,
restriction , legal
sanction , Central
Pacific, Union
Pacific, Chinese
New Year

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

The Web site makes suggestions for enrichment activities .

Additional Instruction:

•

The Web site has ideas for additional instruction in the initial discussion (under notes to teacher) of
students with special needs.

Additional Resources
Supplemental Text:

•

"All Over the Land Nothing Else Was Spoken of': Cabeza de Vaca takes up residence as a medicine
man in the southwest, 1530s. Available at 
http://www.historvmatters.gmu .edu/d/0385

Web sites:

•

1492: An Ongoing Voyage
http://www .loc.gov/exhibits/1492/intro.html

•

Archives of the West from 1877 - 1887 documents on anti Chinese immigration policy.
http://www.pbs .org/weta/thewestlresources/archives/seen/chinxact.htm#act

Video :

•

PBS - Becoming American: The Chinese Experience .

Informal Assessment
Assessment items can be found on the Web site as "Appendix 2."
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FULL
LESSO

The Powhatan Indians (2-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

This lesson introduces the students to the
culture that existed in Virginia before the
English explorers and settlers arrived. It is
important for students to understand that
a people and their culture existed long
before Europeans settled here. This
lesson is also relevant because the
students , in understanding the lifestyle
and culture of the Native Americans in
Virginia , will be able to see why conflicts
arose when they came into contact with
the English at the Jamestown settlement.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
c. Interactions, between American
Indians and European settlers,
including the agricultural and cultural
exchanges, alliances and conflicts

Social Studies Skills and Methods:

Vocabulary
Powhatan
Indians,
Pocahontas

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://currv.edschool.virq inia.edu/socialstu
d ies/pro jects/jvc/u nit/broad/powhatan .html

D. Work effectively in a group:
4. Organize and lead a discussion.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research the Powhatan Indians fate after John Smith and Pocahontas left. Analyze the settlement of
Jamestown as if you were a Powhatan . Would you welcome the English settlers? Why or why not?

•

The teacher can start the students thinking about what particular aspects of the Powhatan culture
would make it difficult to get along with the English settlers when they arrived .

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Trace lives/travels of other Native American tribes and their encounters with English or Spanish
settlers .

Additional Resources
Web Sites:

•

Modern Powhatan Indians
http://www.powhatan .orq

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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ACTI VITY

The Peopling of America (1-2 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Geography:

Core Activity

C. Explain how the environment
influences the way people live in
different places and the
consequences of modifying the
environment:

Students examine charts comparing the Northern
and Southern colonies demographics, slavery,
and colony patterns.

2. Analyze how physical
characteristics of the
environment influenced
population distribution,
settlement patterns and
economic activities in the United
States during the 18th and 19th
centuries .

Vocabulary
scarcity,
scurvy,
mortality,
fertility

Find the entire activity on the Web site:
http://www .digitalhistorv.uh .edu/historvonlin e/us3.
cfm

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Examine comparative charts of to day's society, including demographics, geography, culture and
economics of various U.S. regions and people who were raised in various regions and states of the
U.S. How do their lives differ? How are they similar?

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Have students describe the climate and environment of the Northern and Southern colonies .
Students will relate climate and environment to be able to list and discuss why southerners needed
slaves as opposed to the North , and why the North would have been more populated . Are these
reasons still true today?

Community Connections
•

Invite the director of a cultural center as a guest speaker.
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FULL
LESSO

Witchy Women: The Salem Witch Trials (3-4 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

People in Societies:

Core Activity

B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

This lesson engages students in
investigating how the social and political
life of New England Puritans was
conducted.

1. Trace the development of religious
diversity in the colonies, and analyze
how the concept of religious freedom
has evolved in the United States.

Find the entire lesson on the Web site:
http://www.rockha ll .com/programs/plandet
ail. asp?id=548

Vocabulary
superstitions,
societal
rejection,
sisterhood,
isolation

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Music

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

If students have access to the Web , a Web site giving interesting information is :
http://stern .star.net/salem/witches.htm Students can then either make a time line of important events
or write an evaluation of the sixteenth month period .

•

The movie The Craft is about witchcraft and can be viewed in class . This movie can be used as a
springboard for related subjects such as isolation, societal rejection and sisterhood . Songs from this
movie include Witches Song performed by Julian Hatfield and Bell's Books and Candles performed
by Graeme Revell.

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Study isolation, societal rejection and sisterhood . Write these terms on the board . Discuss possible
definitions and how these words relate to witches . Also discuss: Even though there was some
religious tolerance in a few colonies , why was witchcraft looked down upon?

Additional Resources
Web site:
•

Season of the Witch written and recorded by Donovan (Donovan 's' Greatest Hits , Epic, 1969) Lyrics
at http://www.elyrics4u .com/s/seasonofthewitchdonovan .htm
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•

Witchy Woman recorded by the Eagles (The Eagles, Asylum, 1972) written by B. Leadon and D.
Henley. Lyrics at http://www.musicsonglyrics .com/E/Eagles/Eagles%20
%20Witchy%20Woman%20Iyrics.htm

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson.
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FULL
LESSO

The Joseph Bellamy House:
Great Awakening in
Puritan New Eng/and (2-4 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested StrategieslLessons

People in Societies:

Core Activity

B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

This lesson plan will help students gain a
deeper understanding of the Great
Awakening as well as the role Puritan
ministers played in 18th-century New
England.

Vocabulary
Great
Awakening,
Puritanism

1. Trace the development of religious
diversity in the colonies, and analyze hoV\ Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .cr. nps.gov/n r/twh p/wwwlps/les
the concept of religious freedom has
sons/85bellamy/85bellamy.htm
evolved in the United States.

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Find older houses in Dayton that have connections to religious roots . (field trip)

•

Examine the history of religious freedom in the U.S.

•

Have students identify an individual who was prominent in the history of your community just as
Joseph Bellamy was in the history of Bethlehem . Sometimes an historical individual leaves a great
deal of evidence in one community, including home , church with pulpit, land ownership papers, and
grave . In other cases the physical and documentary record may be scanty. Divide the class into small
groups to investigate what documents, artifacts , historic places , and/or place names associated with
the person remain in the town . Coordinate the historical research with groups that might be able to
assist the students including church historians, town or courthouse clerks, the local historical society
or architectural preservation league, local history reference librarians, or curators of university
collections or museums .

Additional Instruction:

•

Work in pairs on text discussing words such as the Great Awakening . What exactly is this? Copy on
the board and list ideas under Great Awakening regarding what students understand it to be .

Additional Resources
Supplemental Text:
•

The Great Awakening Came to Weathersfield, Connecticut: Nathan Cole 's Spiritual Travels .
Available at - http://www.historvmatters.gmu .edu/d/5711
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Web site:
•

Religion and the Founding of the American Republic
http://www.loc.gov/exh ibits/re ligion.html

Community Connections

•

Plan a field trip to historic homes in Dayton.

Informal Assessment

Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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FULL
LESSON

Understanding the Colonial Economy (5 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Economics:

Core Activity

B. Explain why trade occurs and how
historical patterns of trade have
contributed to global interdependence:

Students examine data to gain an overview
of the colonial economy. Next, they read
and discuss a handout to gain a fuller
picture. The lesson concludes with several
applications presented in an activity.

2. Discuss how mercantilism and the
establishment of colonies led to
increased global trading during the 17th
and 18th centuries.

Vocabulary
incentives,
trade, market
specialization,
choice,
triangular,
export,
import,
mercantilism

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www.e
connections .org/lesson 1/co lonial.pdf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Research a local company - its beginning & how it adds to the local , national , and international
economy.

•

Bring in an entrepreneur as a guest speaker.

•

Compare/contrast - Colonial v. Today's Economy. What are the differences? Similarities?

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Write the definition of mercantilism , export, and import on the board . Discuss with students the
meaning of these words . After this , put the students in pairs . Next, either have triangular trade on the
board with its definition or have the students read about it in their text. After the students are aware
of triangular trade have them discuss in their pairs why New England , West Indies, and West Africa
were involved in this . Have the students answer the following questions in their pairs:
1. How would each country benefit by being involved in a triangular trade?
2. Were there any downfalls to the triangular trade?
3. How does the triangular trade relate to today's international trade system?

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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FULL
LESSON

Made in the U.S.A. (1-2 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

People in Societies:

Core Activity

C. Explain how contact between different
cultures impacts the diffusion of belief
systems, art, science, technology,
language and forms of government:

Most cultures have absorbed traits of
other cultures; many have imposed their
own customs on others as well. Students
gain an understanding of the significance
of cultural diffusion.

6. Explain how the diverse peoples of the
United States developed a common
national identity.

Vocabulary
diffusion,
interconnected
world, customs,
assimilation,
ethnocentrism

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .nation algeog ra phic.com/educa
tion/lesson plans/S8made.html

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Art

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Students research another culture and investigate the process of assimilation .

•

Ask students to list three possible reactions to newly diffused ideas , customs , and inventions . (They
can be accepted , rejected , or adapted and modified to suit the needs of the receiving culture .) Ask
students for examples of cultural diffusion taking place in the world today. Point out some barriers to
cultural diffusion , such as distance , social customs , and governmental policies that prohibit mixing
with outsiders . But also point out that with advanced communications, cultural diffusion can take
place more rapidly than ever.

•

Younger students may enjoy drawing or cutting out pictures of the items mentioned in the handout
and placing them on a large world map at their pOints of origin . When completed , ask students if they
can see which regions might be considered cultural invention .

•

Write the word "foreign" on the board or on an overhead transparency. Ask students to name some
words they associate with the word . List these on the board as students respond . If student
responses are somewhat negative , explain that people and societies sometimes view things that are
foreign to them with suspicion and fear.

•

Write the word "ethnocentrism" on the board . Discuss with students what this word means . ("Ethno"
means culture group, and "center" means a point or area that is most important in relation to an
activity, interest, or condition .) Have a student look up the formal definition . Ask students to put the
definition in their own words.
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•

Explain that ethnocentrism can be both positive and negative. On the positive side, it may be
important for some societies to draw lines between "us" and "them" in order to ensure survival. It may
help individuals preserve important aspects of an ethnic group's heritage.

•

On the negative side, ethnocentrism may make it difficult for individuals to cooperate with people
from other cultures, and may create tension between nations and culture groups. This can make it
hard to find solutions to common problems-a situation that can lead to political conflicts and even
wars. For example, consider the impact that ethnocentrism in Nazi Germany had on the Jewish
population in Europe. Ethnocentrism may also inhibit people from learning about other cultures and
ways of doing things.

Additional Instruction:
•

What are some of the examples of U.S. culture all ethnic groups share in America?

Additional Resources
Video:
•

PBS - Independent Lens: The New Americans

Informal Assessment

Clearly marked assessment in the lesson.
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FULL
LESSOti

San Antonio Missions: Spanish Influence in Texas
(2-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Students explore a group of 18th-century
missions in modern San Antonio to learn
about Spanish influence on native
peoples and the patterns of Texas culture.

Vocabulary
Mission,
Columbian
Exchange

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:

Find the entire lesson on the Web site:
http://www .cr.nps.gov/n r/twh p/wwwlps/les
sons/2sanantonio/2sanantonio .htm

a. Key differences among the Spanish,
French and British colonies
Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Photography

Differentiated Learning

Enrichment Activity:
•

Learn some Spanish words relating to Spanish conquerors

•

Discuss & research the growth of Hispanic communities in Ohio .

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Discuss the movement across the U.S. of the Hispanic immigrant population . Where did it begin?
Why would early explorers want to come here , rather than stay in their own country?

•

What cultural influences have Hispanics had in the U.S. in the last 20 years?

Additional Resources

Web site:
•

San Antonio Missions:
http://www.nps .gov/saan

Video :
• PBS - American Experience: Remember The Alamo
Community Connections
• Invite a guest speaker from the Hispanic community to your classroom .
Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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FULL
LESSON

California to American: A Study
in Cultural Change (1-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Geography:

Core Activity

B. Define and identify regions using
human and physical characteristics:

Students evaluate several centuries of
dramatic changes to an adobe ranch
house and its surroundings in suburban
Long Beach to analyze the interaction
between Spanish and Anglo culture in
California.

1. Compare places and regions in the
United States as they existed prior to
1877 with the same places and regions
today to analyze changes in land use
and population, political, social and
economic characteristics.

Vocabulary
metropolitan
area

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .cr. nps.gov/n r/twh p/wwwlps/les
sons/8californio/8californio .htm

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

What do we know about cowboys/cowgirls in the West today?

•

Discuss the use of adobe as a building material in California . How has this changed? Why has its
use changed?

•

Spanish names .

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Design a settlement with Sim City software available from Electric Arts .

•

Work with clay to build an adobe project.

•

Have the students write journal or diary entries or short papers in which they imagine they are living
in a ranch house during each of the first four stages of its construction . They should try to describe
what daily life was like and how it changed . Encourage them to think about the problems of daily life
that each phase of construction attempted to solve . What were the advantages of the changes? What
were the disadvantages? Another variation of this activity would be for students to role-play the same
situations .

Additional Resources

Supplemental Texts:
•

Buchanan , Ken , This House is Made of Mud/Esta Casa esta Hecho de Lodo by Ken Buchanon and
Illustrated by Libba Tracy. Rising Moon Publishing , 1994.
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Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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FULL
LESSON

Waterford, Virginia: From Mill Town to
National Historic Landmark (2-4 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

People in Societies:

Core Activity

B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

Students examine continuity and change
in this rural Virginia town from its founding
as a Quaker agricultural community and
mill town in the 18th century to today.

1. Trace the development of religious
diversity in the colonies, and analyze
how the concept of religious freedom
has evolved in the United States.

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .cr.nps.gov/n r/twh p/wwwlps/les
sons/88waterford/88waterford .htm

Vocabulary
Quaker,
rural

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research Dayton 's Kossouth Colony - its founding purpose , rise and fall and how it differs today.

•

Research Dayton, Ohio from its founding to today with regard to its religious groups.

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Compare and contrast the Pilgrims, Puritans , and Quakers . (Also discuss how each group came
about.)

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on lesson content.
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Healing: Addressing the History of the United States
in its Relationship with the Sioux Nation (2 days)

FULL
LESSON

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

The history of the treatment of Native
Americans is so shameful that most
Americans prefer to ignore it and most
American history textbooks have a difficult
time addressing the issue fully. Students
explore it in this lesson.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization:
c. Interaction between American
Indians and European settlers,
including the agricultural and cultural
exchanges, alliances and conflicts

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www.pbs. org/itvs/homeland/educato
rs1.html

Interdisciplinary Connections
People in Societies:
B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

Language Arts

2. Describe and explain the social,
economic and political effects of:

Vocabulary
treaty,
encounter,
foreign policy,
barbarous,
betrayal,
brutalizing,
cowardly,
dishonesty,
ethnic
cleansing,
extermination,
genocide, germ
warfare, hate
crimes,
holocaust,
human rights
violations,
inhumanity,
racism,
shameful,
tragedy,
treachery, war
crimes

d. Institutionalized racism and
institutionalized discrimination
3. Analyze how contact between white
settlers and American Indians resulted
in treaties, land acquisition and Indian
removal.

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research the "Trail of Tears" topic and trace forced westward movement of Indians.

•

Ask students which of the following words would be appropriate in a textbook discussion of the
treatment of Native Americans : Barbarous, betrayal , brutalizing, cowardly, ethnic cleansing ,
extermination, genocide, germ warfare , hate crimes , holocaust, human rights violations , inhumanity,
racism , shameful , tragedy, treachery, war crimes .

•

What other words should or should not be used to explain this encounter? Should elementary school
textbooks use gentler words? When are students old enough to learn the real truth?
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Additional Instruction:
•

Take a second look at Timeline of Events Relevant to the Northern Plains Tribes to refresh your
memory. How did the Homestead Act and the Dawes Act affect the Native Americans? How does
this make the Americans look to the Native American Tribes? In the early colonial times, Americans
needed room to expand; how did this lead to the Indian Removal Act?

Additional Resources
Supplemental Texts:
• Santella, Andrew, The Lakota Sioux; (Children's Press) (CT), 2001

Web Sites:
•

PBS - Archives of the West: The Dawes Act, Feb 8, 1887.
http ://www.pbs.org/weta/thewest/resources/archives/eight/dawes .htm

•

Plains Indians Timelines
http://www.pbs .org/itvs/home land/time line .html

•

The Reservation , Yesterday
http://www.pbs.org/itvs/homeland/reservation1 .html

•

Timeline of Events Relevant to the Northern Plains Tribes 
http ://www.hanksville .orq/daniel/time line2 .html

•

PBS : The West

http://www .pbs .org/weta/thewest!

Community Connections
•

Invite an American Indian to visit the class and discuss his/her culture .

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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FULL
LESSON

Steps Through Time

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
Geography:

Core Activity

B. Define and identify regions using
human and physical characteristics:

Students will take on the persona of an
American Indian who lived before 1877 to
explore changes that occur over time to a
specific region of the United States.
Students will analyze the changes in
population, political characteristics,
economic characteristics and land use
that have occurred .

1. Compare places and regions in the
United States as they existed prior to
1877 with the same places and regions
today to analyze changes in land use
and population, political, social and
economic characteristics.

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .ode .state .oh .us/academic con
tent standards/socialstudiessboe/pdf set
A/G8B1 %20Steps%20Through%20Time .

Vocabulary
region, political
characteristic,
social
characteristic,
economic
characteristic,
population,
land use,
see additional
words in
"Enrichment
Activity"

.oQf
Interdisciplinary Connection
Science
Math

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Ask students which of the following words would be appropriate in a textbook discussion of the treatment
of Native Americans : Barbarous, betrayal, brutalizing, cowardly, ethnic cleansing , extermination,
genocide, germ warfare, hate crimes, holocaust, human rights violations, inhumanity, racism, shameful ,
tragedy, treachery, war crimes .

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

The Web site shares ideas for additional instruction .

Additional Resources
Supplemental Text:

•

Braun , Molly. Atlas of the North American Indian , 1985 .

•

Josephy, Alvin M, 500 Nations: An Illustrated History of North American Indians. By Random House, NY,
NY, 1995.

Video :

• PBS - 500 Nations
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Web site:
• Smithsonian Institution Native American History And Culture
http://www.smithsonian.org/resource/faq/nmai/start.htm

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson.
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FULL
LESSON

Economy vs. Humanity: Exploring the Triangle
Trade and The Middle Passage
(3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

COMPUTER
NEEDED

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Vocabulary

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions

Students will explore the economic
importance of the Triangle Trade and the
experience of enslaved Africans who
were forced to endure the Middle
Passage .

amon~ civilizations during the 14th through

the 18 h centuries:
2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization :
d. Indentured servitude and the
introduction and institutionalization
of slavery;

Video: FREEDOM: A History of US #5
Fatal Contradiction" found in DPS
Media Services Department

J!;JJ;

Triangle Trade,
schooner, brig,
writ of habeas
corpus, proctor,
libel,
antebellum
period ,
abolitionist

'~

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://th in ktv.orq/ed ucation/ntti/nttillessonO
3/king2 .pdf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Examine the schematic of a slave ship. Research the Middle Passage experience for slaves .

•

How were slaves captured? Describe the journey over and their fate when they arrived in America .

•

Slavery existed in many countries, but the plantation system of slavery seen in the United States was
unique. It was because of the plantation system that there was a need for so many slaves, and this was
also a factor as to why they were treated so harshly. Have your students research the plantation system
of slavery and how it affected the economy of the United States.

Additional Instruction:
•

Have students read a variety of genres relating to the slave trade and slave experiences , such as
poems , memoirs , essays, fiction , and nonfiction . Some pieces that could be used are "S/aveship," a
poem by Lucille Clifton , excerpts from Frederick Douglass's autobiography, The Narrative of the Life
of a Slave , and excerpts from the Federal Writer's Project of Collection of Slave Narratives , available
from the Library of Congress http://lcweb2 .loc.gov/ . Have students compare and contrast the
experiences that are presented .
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Additional Resources

Video:
• The TV series: Roots

• Freedom: A History of US #5 " A Fatal Contradiction"
Web Sites:
• PBS: Freedom: A History of US
http ://www.pbs .org/historyofus

Community Connections
•

People who spoke out against the slave trade and slavery itself were instrumental in bringing about
the end of such things . As a class , identify issues that plague your community, state, or country, and
contact the appropriate community groups and governmental officials to register your point of view
and try to enact change .

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on lesson content.
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ACTIVITY

The Amistad Case (2-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
among civilizations during the 14th
through the 18th centuries:

Students examine the documents, people
and issues behind the Amistad.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
c. Indentured servitude and the
introduction and institutionalization
of slavery.

Vocabulary
Sierra Leone,
extraditing,
abolitionists

Find the entire activity on the Web site:
http://www.archives.gov/digital classroom/I
essons/amistad case/amistad case .html

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Government
Drama

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research "Reparations for Slavery Movement' in the U.S. and explain their position .
Do you agree or disagree with their ideas?

Additional Instruction:

•

Ask students to make a speech or write a statement describing what they consider the worst aspect
of the slave system . As a class, share these answers and ask how these reasons could have led to a
revolt on the Amistad.

Additional Resources
Supplemental Texts:

• Jones, Howard , Mutiny on the Amistad: The Saga of a Slave Revolt and its Impact on
American Abolition, Law, and Diplomacy. New York: Oxford University Press , 1987.
Video :

•

Resources (optional) Amistad, Universal Studios , 2000 . VHS Format
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FULL
LESSON

Amistad Incident (5 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Social Studies Skills and Methods:

Core Activity

A. Analyze different perspectives on a
topic, obtained from a variety of sources:

Students examine the events surrounding
the 1839 mutiny aboard the slave ship
Amistad and the subsequent trial. By
analyzing the cultural differences and
individual lives of the Amistad Africans
and its supporters, the divisiveness of the
slavery issue is highlighted .

1. Compare accuracy and point of view of
fiction and nonfiction sources about a
particular era or event.

Vocabulary
abolitionist,
revolt, Mende,
Supreme
Court, human
rights, hero,
schooner

People in Societies:
B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:
2. Describe and explain the social,
economic and political effects of:
a. Stereotyping and prejudice;
b. Racism and discrimination;
c. Institutionalized racism and
institutionalized discrimination.

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www.dps.k12 .oh .us/academic/secso
c/americanhistory/images/amistadincident
J2Qf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Math
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Research "Reparations for Slavery Movement" and explain their position . Do you ag ree or disagree
with their ideas?

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Ask students to make a speech or write a statement describing what they consider the worst aspect
of the slave system . As a class, share these answers and ask how these reasons could have led to a
revolt on Amistad.

Additional Resources
Supplemental Texts:

• Jones, Howard . Mutiny on the Amistad: The Saga of a Slave Revolt and its Impact on
American Abolition, Law, and Diplomacy. New York: Oxford University Press , 1987.
Video:

•

Resources (optional) Amistad, Universal Studios , 2000 . VHS Format

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson .
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ACTIVITY

Slavery Fact Sheets (3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

People in Societies:

Core Activity

B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

Assign students sections of the data to
summarize and present to the classPrimary data on Slavery and Geography,
Religion, Organization, African Slavery,
Slave Trade, Myths and Misconceptions
and the Slave Trade and Slavery, Slavery
and the Law in Virginia , Historiography,
Key Controversies , Major Rebellions .

4. Analyze the economic, geographic,
religious and political factors that
contributed to:
a. The enslavement of Africans in North
America.

Vocabulary
revelation,
chattel slavery,
manumission

Find the entire activity on the Web site :
http://www .digita lhistorv.uh .edu/historvonli
ne/slav fact.cfm

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

See the great myth vs . fact lesson sheet from the lesson Web site . Excellent glossary.

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Read four to five narratives from slaves from the Web site
http ://xroads .virg inia .edu/- HYPER/wpa/gpahome .html . Have students describe from here what the
life of a slave life may have been like .

Additional Resources
Web Sites:

•

American Slave Narratives: An Online Anthology 
http ://xroads .virg inia.edu/-HYPER/wpa/wpahome .html
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FULL
LESSON

Slave Resistance (2-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Scholars have suggested that African
Americans were resistant and resourceful
within the harsh confines of slavery. In
this lesson, students will arrive at their
own interpretations of slave resistance.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
d. Indentured servitude and the
introduction and institutionalization
of slavery;

Vocabulary
antebellum
period, Nat
Turner, Works
Progress
Ad mi nistratio n
(WPA),
Frederick
Douglass

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/ashp/doing/slavere
sistance .html

People in Societies:

Interdisciplinary Connections

B. Analyze examples of interactions
between cultural groups and explain the
factors that contribute to cooperation and
conflict:

Language Arts

4. Analyze the economic, geographic,
religious and political factors that
contributed to:
a. Resistance to slavery.

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Assign some journal writing . If you wish , you can use the student-generated discussion questions as
the basis for writing activities .

•

Deepen the exploration of the Douglass quotation by analyzing and comparing the following
documents:
1. A longer excerpt from Douglass's 1857 speech on West India emancipation
2. An overview of Brown's raid , including Douglass's thoughts about it
3. Excerpt from Doug lass's 1881 speech lauding Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry

Additional Instruction:

•

Have students read about the Nat Turnerl Stono Rebellions . Then in pairs , have students discuss
reasons that slaves would rebel against their owners.
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Supplemental Texts:
•

"White Slave Owners Fear that the Haitian Revolution has arrived in Charleston, South Carolina,
1797" - available at - http://www. HistorvmaUers .gmu.edu/d/6596

•

Additional resource (optional) Doing as They Can: Slave Life in the American South- SERIES ONE:
1770-1875 (American Social History Productions)

Video:
•

PBS: Independent Lens - Nat Turner: A Troublesome Property

Web Sites:
PBS: Africans in America: America 's Journey Through Slavery
http://www.pbs .org/wgbh/aia/
African-American Women
http ://scriptorium.lib .duke .edu/collections/african-american-women .html
Third Person , First Person : Slave Voices
http://scriptorium .lib.duke .edu/slavery/
Virginia Runaways Project
http://www.wise .virginia .edu/history/runaways/
National Geographic Online : The Underground Railroad
http ://www.nationalgeographic.com/features/99/rai lroad/
Freedmen and Southern Society Project
http://www.history.umd .edu/Freedmen/
American Slave Narratives : An Online Anthology
http://xroads .virginia .edu/-HYPER/wpa/wpahome .html
Slave Movement During the 18th and 19th Centuries
http://dpls.dacc.wisc.edu/slavedata/index.html

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson .
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FULL
LESSO

~

~ =-(l~J I
~

When Rice Was King (1-3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Geography:

Core Activity

C. Explain how the environment influences
the way people live in different places and
the consequences of modifying the
environment:

Students investigate early rice plantations
in Georgetown, South Carolina, to learn
how rice cultivation transformed the native
environment and promoted the South's
dependence on a plantation economy.

2. Analyze how physical characteristics of
the environment influenced population
distribution, settlement patterns and
economic activities in the United States
during the 18th and 19th centuries.

Vocabulary
tidal swamps,
antebellum,
indigo

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .cr.nps.gov/n r/twh p/wwwlps/les
sons/3rice/3rice .htm

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Actvity 1: Researching Your Community'S Economic Origins .
Have the students work in groups to research the economic base of their own community when it was
established . Was the economy based on a single agricultural product? An early industry? In short,
why did people settle in the region? In most communities, local historians have put together
pamphlets or books describing the genesis of the town or city. State histories can also be useful.
Newspapers often put out anniversary issues that tell much about the early history of a town or
region . Local and state libraries and archives also contain useful sources . Finally have them consider
what the economic base of their community is today and explain how and why it has changed or
stayed the same . Groups could present their research in short written or oral reports or create
displays to share with the rest of the class .

•

Activity 2: Researching the Contribution of Different Cultures .
Have students determine what groups (ethnic, religious , etc.) settled in their community during its
history. Divide the class into teams assigning each team one of the ethnic/religious groups for which
they are to research the following questions . Where did these groups come from? What special skills
or knowledge did they have that helped them settle the area? How did these skills contribute to the
development of the area's economy? What resources were the different groups able to use to their
advantage? Were these settlers able to continue the same occupations they held previously or did
their new community force them to adapt? Now, ask the students to think about their community as it
is today, especially looking for evidence of these earlier groups . Can any of the buildings , social
customs , regional foods , annual observances or festivities etc. be identified with particular groups?
Have them note types of architecture and/or architectural details , church denominations , land use
patterns , specialty stores and restaurants , annual festivals , and clubs and fraternal organizations that
represent the continuing influence of the different settlers. Have each team report back on what they
have learned . Facilitate discussions on the similarities and differences of the ethnic/religious groups ,
and which culture appears to have the most influence today and why.
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Additional Instruction:
Compare a plantation layout with a town model layout of New England. How are they different? Why do
they need to be different?
Additional Resources

Video:
•
•

PBS - Africans in America
PBS - Independent Lens - Nat Turner: A Troublesome Property

Web sites:
•

Documenting The American South
http://www.docsouth .unc.edu/jackson/menu .html

•

Africans in America
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/home .html

•

The Slave Kingdoms
http://www.pbs .org/wonders/fre3 .htm

•

Drayton Hall
http://www.draytonha ll .org/

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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ACTIVITY

Matters of the Council (1 Day)
Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

Life in the early colonies was governed by
a structure of laws and community rules.
Out of these arrangements emerged
democratic structures still in wide use in
the United States today - among them,
town meetings and assemblies. Learn
about the early roots of these practices by
exploring a section of PBS' Colonial
House Web site .

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
e. Early representative governments
and democratic practices that
emerged, including town meetings
and colonial assemblies.

Vocabulary
Assemblies,
council,
Governor,
Councilor,
freeman

Find the entire activity on the Web site :
www.pbs .org/wnetlcolon ialhouse/ru les off
ices .html
Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts
Art

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

Have students write a compare/contrast essay on th ree of the laws listed on the website . Are the
laws they selected still used today? Explain why or why not.

Additional Instruction:

•

After guided reading of the laws on the website , have students write three of their own laws that
would be helpful in the classroom . Have them explain why they choose those three laws.
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FULL
LESSON

Honor and Passion for Glory:
George Washington in the Ohio Valley (3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions
amon~ civilizations during the 14th through
the 18 h centuries:

This lesson examines ways in which
George Washington demonstrated his
leadership abilities as a young British
colonial officer. Textbooks make little
reference to his military career during the
mid-eighteenth century Anglo-French
contest for empire . The lesson includes a
reading to acquaint students with
Washington 's first adventures as a
military leader and draws upon his letter
books to explore his role in the struggle
between Britain and France for control of
North America between 1753 and 1758.

2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization including:
f . Conflicts among colonial powers for
control of North America.

Vocabulary
Seven Years
War (French
and Indian
War), Ohio
valley, military
campaign,
military
commission

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://www .memorv.loc.gov/learn/lessonsl
gw1 .html
Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Have students re-read about the French and Indian War to refresh their memory. Ask them to find
out about the Acadians and how the French and Indian War affected them . Some students may
enjoy reading Evangeline, a poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow about the Acadians .

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Organize students into three groups representing French soldiers, British soldiers , and American
colonists fighting alongside the British . Have students research the major battles . Then , have
students work together to write diary entries reflecting their group's point of view about these events :
A) General Braddock's attack on Fort Duquesne ; B) the battle for Quebec; C) the British capture of
Montreal. Remind students to include facts as well as thoughts and feelings . Invite groups to share
the diaries with the class and compare the different pOints of view.

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on the lesson content.
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ACTIVITY

John Peter Zenger: Truth is a Defense (1 day)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Government:

Core Activity

B. Explain how the Declaration of
Independence, the U.S. Constitution,
including the Bill of Rights, and the
Northwest Ordinance have provided for the
protection of rights and the long-term
future of a growing democracy:

Students read and answer questions
based on a narrative account of a
Freedom of the Press case.

6. Explain how specific provisions of the
U.S. Constitution including the Bill of
Rights, limit the powers of government
in order to protect the rights of
individuals with emphasis on :

Vocabulary
seditious libel,
bribery,
magistrate,
disbarred,
scandalous,
tyranny

Find the entire lesson on the Web site:
http://www.billofrig htsinstitute.o rg/pdf/hon
esty zenger.pdf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

b. Right to trial by jury and the right to
counsel
c. Due process and equal protection of
the laws.

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:

•

We today have colonial times to thank for freedom of the press . Research what rights and freedoms
we enjoy today that had their beginnings in colonial times .

Additiona/lnstruction:

•

Discuss what is meant by due process , right to trial by jury, and right to counsel. Bring in famous
cases to help the students understand the consequences if we did not have these things (e.g.:
Gideon v Wainwright).
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FULL
LESSON

INTRODUCTORY LESSON
The Road To Research: Essential Lessons
& Activities for History Day
in the Urban Classroom (7-10 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator
Social Studies Skills and Methods:

Suggested Strategies/Lessons
Core Activity

A. Analyze different perspectives on a
topic obtained from a variety of sources:

Teachers will assist students in finding a
researchable topic for History Day and
guide students in sorting information for
1. Compare accuracy and point of view of
their research paper. Students will
create primary sources by answering
fiction and nonfiction sources about a
survey questions that will be used in the
particular era or event.
writing of their biography by another
B. Organize historical information in text
student. Students will practice
interviewing and writing skills and locate
or graphic format and analyze the
primary sources using the Internet.
information in order to draw conclusions:
Teachers will also assist students in the
brainstorming stage of the research
2. Construct a historical narrative using
paper.
primary and secondary sources.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Use all three parts of the lessons found
on the Web site :

Vocabulary
Research,
credibility,
primary and
secondary
sources,
survey,
interview

LANGUAGE ARTS ALIGNMENT

http://www.dps .k12 .oh .us/academic/secs
oc/a merica nhistory/images/selecting histo
ryday .pdf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Provide advanced students an extra push to find unusual topics, resources and to develop a
project that works to their identified skills.

Additiona/lnstruction:
•

Students may require additional instruction on the use of the Web and Web search tools . You
might find it helpful to reduce the number of sites for them to explore and assign them to those sites .

Informal Assessment
Clearly marked assessment in the lesson .
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FULL
LESSON

Economy vs. Humanity: Exploring the Triangle
Trade and The Middle Passage
(3 days)

Standard: Benchmark: Indicator

COMPUTER
NEEDED

Suggested Strategies/Lessons

Vocabulary

History:

Core Activity

D. Describe the effects of interactions

Students will explore the economic
importance of the Triangle Trade and the
experience of enslaved Africans who
were forced to endure the Middle
Passage .

amon~ civilizations during the 14th through

the 18 h centuries:
2. Describe the political, religious and
economic aspects of North American
colonization :
d. Indentured servitude and the
introduction and institutionalization
of slavery;

Video: FREEDOM: A History of US #5
Fatal Contradiction" found in DPS
Media Services Department

J!;JJ;

Triangle Trade,
schooner, brig,
writ of habeas
corpus, proctor,
libel,
antebellum
period ,
abolitionist

'~

Find the entire lesson on the Web site :
http://th in ktv.orq/ed ucation/ntti/nttillessonO
3/king2 .pdf

Interdisciplinary Connections
Language Arts

Differentiated Learning
Enrichment Activity:
•

Examine the schematic of a slave ship. Research the Middle Passage experience for slaves .

•

How were slaves captured? Describe the journey over and their fate when they arrived in America .

•

Slavery existed in many countries, but the plantation system of slavery seen in the United States was
unique. It was because of the plantation system that there was a need for so many slaves, and this was
also a factor as to why they were treated so harshly. Have your students research the plantation system
of slavery and how it affected the economy of the United States.

Additional Instruction:
•

Have students read a variety of genres relating to the slave trade and slave experiences , such as
poems , memoirs , essays, fiction , and nonfiction . Some pieces that could be used are "S/aveship," a
poem by Lucille Clifton , excerpts from Frederick Douglass's autobiography, The Narrative of the Life
of a Slave , and excerpts from the Federal Writer's Project of Collection of Slave Narratives , available
from the Library of Congress http://lcweb2 .loc.gov/ . Have students compare and contrast the
experiences that are presented .
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Additional Resources

Video:
• The TV series: Roots

• Freedom: A History of US #5 " A Fatal Contradiction"
Web Sites:
• PBS: Freedom: A History of US
http ://www.pbs .org/historyofus

Community Connections
•

People who spoke out against the slave trade and slavery itself were instrumental in bringing about
the end of such things . As a class , identify issues that plague your community, state, or country, and
contact the appropriate community groups and governmental officials to register your point of view
and try to enact change .

Informal Assessment
Teachers can create their own assessment based on lesson content.
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